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Northfield therapist Bryan
Bugay tackles some tough
issues — everything from
hair pulling and skin picking to obsessive compulsive
disorder, phobias and social
anxiety issues.
Bugay is well equipped
to do so, with 17 years of
practice under his belt, six of
those in his Northfield office
at 550 Frontage Road, Suite
3515: One thing that is especially important to Bugay,
and his patients, is comfort;
and that's where his 6-yearold, 88-pound Goldendoodie, Chewy, comes in.
Bugay has always been a
dog lover and enjoyed being with his dog. So when

one who loves Chewy.
Every week. Chewy now
spends about three or four
of Bugay's six days at the
office with him and all but
one of Bugay's patients welcome his presence in their
sessions.
"My clients really love
him," Bugay said. "I have
kids who won't come unless
he comes."
One of his chents, a
16-year-old boy with depression, jokingly insists that
Chewy is a better counselor
than Bugay himself.
"Dogs help people feel
relaxed and make it feel like
it's more of a human experience," Bugay said.
The comfort that Chewy
brings adds to the comfortable office setting Bugay has
created. The office resembles a living room with low
Ught, couches and chairs and
toys for the patients to play
with.
Bugay has noticed that pa-

other way, it becomes easier
to talk about difficult topics.
During a recent session
with a woman who started
crying, Chewy cuddled up
next to her on the couch —
as he is known to do with
about three chents who he is
most comfortable with.
"That's something I can't
really do," Bugay said. "I
can't get near my clients and
give them that type of support and he can."
Bugay also deals witii individuals who have selective
mutism who don't talk in
public. He's found that those
clients may not talk to him
immediately, but they will
talk to Chewy.
"People will come here
just for Chew7 and if they
get tlierapy, it's an added bonus," Bugay said.
Bugay specializes in anxiety disorders and family
therapy, taking on chents as
young as 3 years old. With
new clients. Chewy typically

Chewy, owned by Northfield
counselor Bryan Bugay, is
a best friend to many of the
counselor's patients.

won't be in on the first session unless Bugay happens
to find a telltale sign that
they love dogs as much as
he does.
In 2012, Bugay also hhed
social worker Pam Katz, a Ucensed clinical social worker
with 15 years of experience,
who specializes in anxiety
disorders.
For more information
about Bugay's practice, visit
bryanbugay.com, call (773)
318-8959 or email b-r-y-an@comcast.net.
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Bryan Bugay, a licensed counselor who practices in Northfield, further comforts his
patients by bringing his Goldendoodie, Chewy, 6, to work. PHOTOS BY LAUREN FiNKLER/22ND
CENTURY MEDIA

